
With more than 17 million copies in print, the Scholastic Branches line 
of early chapter books has done so much to grow readers between 
the ages of 5–8, and to fill a sizable gap in children’s publishing.

Now the same team who brought you Branches is launching a 
brand-new publishing line called Acorn, to plant a love of reading in 
younger readers between the ages of 4–7!

For the complete list of titles from this and other series, visit

About the Series
Unicorn and Yeti are unlikely 
friends. Unicorn has a horn 
and can do magic. Yeti is big 
and cannot do magic. Yeti likes 
snowball fights. Unicorn does 
not. But what DO they have 
in common? Well, they both 
love sparkly things, rainbow 
sprinkles, and—most of all—
being best friends!

HEATHER AYRIS BURNELL is a Branch Librarian at 
North Central Regional Library in Washington State. She is 
the author of the picture books Bedtime Monster and Kick! 
Jump! Chop! The Adventures of the Ninjabread Man.  

HAZEL QUINTANILLA is an award-winning 
illustrator, who has produced work for numerous brands, 
magazines, and books in the US and worldwide.
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 Activities
Unicorn can do lots of things with a horn, like spinning, drawing, and making things look fancy!  

What would YOU do if you had a horn? What does your horn look like? Write and draw your ideas!

Read each sentence starter below. Based on what happens in the book, choose the correct word 
listed on the right. Then write it in the sentence.

Unicorn is very  .        SPARKLY     TALL         COLD

Yeti has a fancy  .        HORN         SCARF      HAT

Unicorn and Yet have some  .        MILK          SOUP        TEA

Unicorn and Yeti have a snowball fight! Can you help them count the snowballs?
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